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Sean Lee - Press Quotes (Updated May 2019) 
 
“Breathtakingly beautiful…” 
-The New York Times (February 2010) 
 
“Schubert’s light-veined Rondo…featured the standout violin work of Sean Lee, who gave us a 
well nigh perfect tone, rich yet beautifully controlled.” 
-NUVO Newsweekly (March 2016) 
 
“Lee, an American violinist with a rising profile after receiving an Avery Fisher Career Grant in 
2016, excelled in Schubert’s Fantasy in C Major. His pure, floating sound on the sweet melodies 
of the first movement glowed…” 
- Washington Classical Review (March 2019) 
 
“Enhancing the breathtaking visuals is a first-rate chamber ensemble, comprising Sean Lee on 
violin; Jiyoung Lee on cello; Andrew Gonzalez on viola; Max Barros on piano; and Eve Wolf, 
who wrote the show, also on piano. Playfully joining in at times is Joe Jung on banjo and 
mandolin. 
“Their exquisite, alternately delicate and muscular playing (including works by Chausson, 
Gottschalk and Chaminade) is not without humor…” 
-The New York Times (April 2015) 
 
“Some fresh faces add new energy to Bach..Mr. Lee and Mr. Langevin, were excellent soloists 
in the Fifth Concerto…” 
-The New York Times (December 2014) 
 
“Dugan and Lee played with perfect balance and exquisite taste. Dugan’s pearly tone fit this 
music perfectly, and Lee’s elegant phrasing was pure joy…No violin recital is complete without 
some fireworks, so Dugan and Lee delivered some. Specifically Henryk Wieniawski’s virtuoso 
showpiece Scherzo Tarantelle. Lee was more than up to its demands. He played with perfect 
intonation, blazing rhythmic drive — and, thankfully, with taste. Nothing was cheap in this 
performance, just loads of pure fun!” 
-Palm Beach Daily News (November 2014 –  Read the full review ) 
 
“Kodaly’s Duo for Violin and Cello, Op. 7, was an expansive tour de force for violinist Sean Lee 
and cellist Canellakis, just two instruments creating an entire orchestra on a heroic journey of 
precision and power. 
Open chords, double stops, long passages in octaves for each were some of the technical tricks 
thrown at the players. But so were lengthly soliloquies, showcasing their independence, as well 
as frequent passages in unison or octaves, testing their integration, both accomplished 
impressively.” 
-The Grand Rapids Press (April 2013) 
 

http://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/news/news/local/duo-bring-balance-taste-to-classics-recital/njCrG/
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“During the long orchestral introduction, Lee waited stoically before he finally broke in, and it 
was clear from the first stroke that he was worthy of this fine instrument. Even orchestra 
members sat mesmerized during the cadenzas…Someone once said of this concerto that it was 
‘spun from gold,’ and truly, like spiders darting along the fingerboard, Lee’s slender hands spun 
a web of glittering, golden threads. There certainly is a difference between just playing the notes 
well and giving a great performance.” 
-The Daily Breeze (February 2012) 
 
“…violin soloist Sean Lee…transfixed those present. As Lee bent the piece’s many sixteenth 
notes into intricate curlicues of sound, a breeze fluttered his dark hair as he concentrated on 
playing the music he aimed to master as a child. ”I first heard it when I was 9 or 10 years old,” 
he said. “I took it to my teacher and said I wanted to learn it on my own.” When his bow left his 
violin at the end of the movement, the audience whooped their praise…” 
-Skaneateles Journal (September 2012) 
 
“…violinist Sean Lee, who crafted his technically monstrous part into a thing of beauty. His 
skillfully gradated, concentrated sound brought anticipation and direction to the music, giving the 
twisty lines romantic shape. And when the time came to let loose with a frenetic battery of 
virtuosic tricks — strings of double stops, false harmonics, col legno, the highest notes possible 
on the instrument — his concentration and intention never flagged. It was truly an 
edge-of-the-seat performance.” 
-The Boston Musical Intelligencer (March 2012) 
 
“The performance…was a bracing one, partly because I was awed by the violin playing of the 
gifted, young violinist Lee, who played magnificently. I predict a huge career for this young 
violinist.” 
-The Arts Fuse (March 2012) 
 
“A short set by the Avenue 9 Trio and its members included a sweetly singing account of 
Rachmaninoff’s ‘Vocalise’ by the group’s cellist, Dane Johansen, and a breathtakingly beautiful 
reading of Debussy’s ‘Clair de Lune’ by its violinist, Sean Lee, both accompanied by Edvinas 
Minkstimas the ensemble’s pianist. Mr. Lee returned later to play Massenet’s ‘Meditation’ from 
‘Thaïs’ with the harpist Bridget Kibbey. The trio also gave a warm-toned account of Piazzolla’s 
‘Oblivion’ and ‘Primavera Porteña’…” 
-The New York Times (February 2010) 
 
“Not too sure we would want to be responsible for a priceless 18th century violin. But a 1728 
Antonius Stradivarius owned by the Juilliard School was in good hands…Sean Lee, 22, showed 
why these rare instruments are so revered, during a sparkling Brahms program…” 
-Morristown Green (January 2010) 
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“The LK String Quartet delivered some gorgeous Beethoven…the LK made sure to illuminate all 
aspects of Beethoven’s writing. In both works, they played with warm tone, elegant finish, a vivid 
engagement with the scores’ drama and ensemble that was tight as a drum.” 
-The Washington Post (May 2009) 
 
“Sean Lee, a former student of Ruggiero Ricci, violin master of the last century, and current 
student of Itzhak Perlman, reigning violinist of today, was a prizewinner in last year’s prestigious 
Paganini Competition. Lee’s technical perfection brought out the sophistication and maturity in 
his performance…he has high potential of capturing worldwide attention as a performer.” 
-JoongAng Korea Daily (February 2009) 
 
“Sean Lee, a violinist, played keening melodies that sailed out over a restless backdrop of 
bristling, dissonant chords…” 
-The New York Times (October 2007) 
 
“Notable other mentions included violin student Sean Lee’s red hot rendition of Saint-Saëns’ 
‘Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso’ accompanied by the OCHSA Orchestra…” 
-Ballet-Dance Magazine (May 2005) 


